
TOUCHDESIGNER VR DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT 

 

INTRODUCTION 

This is an outline of an environment file that can be used as a starting point to build a Virtual Reality experience 
using an HTC Vive or OpenVR headset.   It covers each of the main components as well as picking, selection and a 
locomotion systems which enable easy interaction with TouchDesigner object components and the Vive HMD 
(headset) and controllers. 

GETTING AROUND VR 

The HTC Vive or open VR system must be installed and configured.  Currently the only VR system tested with this 
environment is the HTC Vive.  So for the setup and operational sections it’s currently assumed you are working 
with the Vive.   

HTC Vive Installation 

Please follow the installation directions found here…   

https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=2001-UXCM-4439 

Please install the latest version of 099 available here…   

https://www.derivative.ca/099/Downloads/Default.asp 

Ensure to start SteamVR.   

 

When its running and ready there will be a small windows dialog that looks like this.  

 

ROOM SETUP FOR DEVELOPMENT IN HTC VIVE CALIBRATION: This system provides a “VR workstation” 
where the TouchDesigner UI is available for use in the VR environment.  Therefore it can be useful that the room is 
setup in such a way to include your desk area with access to a keyboard and mouse.  This way you can work in VR 
but still have the comfort and workflow of working at your desk. 

https://support.steampowered.com/kb_article.php?ref=2001-UXCM-4439
https://www.derivative.ca/099/Downloads/Default.asp


 

                      

TouchDesigner Installation 

1. Download the environment file zip archive from the TouchDesigner forum. 

http://www.derivative.ca/Forum/ 

2. Ensure the Steam VR dialog is running and all features are green as depicted in the previous section. 
3. Run this toe file, put the HMD on and grab the controllers. 

 

Moving around 

http://www.derivative.ca/Forum/


1. The main method for moving around is by pointing either Vive controller at the ground and pulling the 
trigger button.  You will “teleport” (snap instantly) to the selected location. 

  

2. You can also point the controller at objects in the scene.  If the object lights up with the controller 
intersection indicator and you pull the trigger you will teleport onto that object.  Currently there are 4 disc 
objects setup with this behavior.  When you teleport onto one of the floating objects, to get back down 
simply pick a new location on the ground plane object. 

   

3. A third way you can move around is with an Xbox for Windows controller.  The left joystick will move you 
forward and backward, left and right, relative to the direction you are currently looking in.  The right 
joystick will pitch and yaw – which is very disorienting and the motion causes nausea so be careful.  Finally 
the left and right index finger triggers will move you down and up.   The “back” button will reset the 
transform offset generated by the joystick.  This controller is completely optional, but we found it a useful 
device to have around, especially when siting at your desk with a need to move around the world. 
https://www.microsoft.com/accessories/en-us/products/gaming/xbox-360-controller-for-windows/52a-
00004 

https://www.microsoft.com/accessories/en-us/products/gaming/xbox-360-controller-for-windows/52a-00004
https://www.microsoft.com/accessories/en-us/products/gaming/xbox-360-controller-for-windows/52a-00004


 
 

Working with the VR Workstation 

The VR Workstation is a 3D object in the virtual world that captures the TouchDesigner editor and makes it 
available in VR to make it easier to see what’s going on in TouchDesigner as you edit things in VR.  As well you can 
jump forward to the Configuring the VR Workstation section and come back here to learn how to work with it in 
VR.  

1. To access the VR workstation object simply locate the big “W” on one of the controllers. Use the other 
controller and point its indicator ray at the W and use the trigger button to select.   The workstation 
object will appear around you. 

 

2. The workstation object may appear around you with a strange offset or angle.  This can be fixed by 
following the next step.  However first turn off the workstation.  You can turn off the workstation by 
selecting W again.   

3. As the workstation is activated it samples your head transform and snaps relative to that position.  So for 
the best results look forward at the horizon line while holding the controllers ahead of your face.  You will 
end up making a horizontal cross with the controllers in order to select the W again.  Press the trigger 
once your head is steady and level. 



 

4. Now that the workstation is active and comfortably around you, its time inspect its purpose.  First you see 
a dark ribbon, and if you gaze to the left you will see the frames per second and frame time printed onto 
the ribbon.   

 

5. Looking straight forward and down you will see 3 small squares. These buttons give access to the 3 modes 
of the workstation.  “IO” is the current mode as indicated by red text, and simply toggles off the other two 
modes.   

 

6. Selecting “TD” will give you access to your windows desktop and ideally a correctly formatted 
TouchDesigner screen (but this will likely require setup since it depends on your desktop configuration).    



 

7. The third mode is the HMD camera which can be useful when doing things in the vive like looking where 
your chair is or finding your mouse and keyboard.  

    

8. There is one last feature you may not have noticed.  When you turn on and off your VR workstation, the 
TouchDesigner user interface enters and exits “Perform Mode”.  You won’t see this happen when you 
have the HMD on your head.  To see this happen, rest the HMD back on your head such that you aren’t 
looking into VR.  Now in the TouchDesigner editor, go to the network /openVR/world and you will see 
the left eye view.  If you repeat step 3, but this time using the left eye preview in TouchDesigner, you will 
see the TouchDesigner user interface will turn on and off as the workstation turns off and on.  These 
different states greatly effect frame rate.  When in VR, toggling the workstation on and off is a quick way 
to set the system into an optimal playback state.  With TouchDesigner open you can do the same thing 
simply by pressing F1.  To exit perform mode on the widows desktop select the VR preview screen and 
press the escape key.  



 

9. As you get more comfortable with the VR workstation workflow, you might find it cumbersome to pop in 
and out of the HMD while reading this tutorial.  Some may find it useful that it’s possible to read this 
tutorial on the same screen as the TouchDesigner editor.  Simply use the Windows Key + Cursor Left Right 
Keys to position the TouchDesigner editor and your PDF reader on the main screen. 
 

Configuring the VR Workstation 

The following sections are a guide to setting up Windows 10 and the VR Workstation component to correctly 
capture the TouchDesigner editor into VR. 

Automatic Setup 

1. If you are using more than a single screen you will have to choose a screen to work with TouchDesigner 
on.  The ideal resolution is around 1920x1080 or 1920x1200.  As the resolution increases it will get harder 
to read the text of the editor window capture.  The automatic system will capture the primary monitor 
that is selected in the windows 10 display control dialog.  

 



2. The primary screen can be customized using the “Make this my main display” checkbox found on the 
Customize your display dialog.  First select the monitor you desire as the primarily screen then check the 
box.  Click apply to complete. 

 

3. Next locate the workstation component in /openVR/world.  Activate the parameters and locate the 
“Snap To Monitor” button.  Click this button and it will fill out the settings such that the primary monitor 
is captured and passed along to fill the virtual screen area. 

 

Manual Setup 

This section gives a more det 



1. By default the workstation mode comes configured to work with your computer set to a single 1920x1080 
screen with Windows 10 start menu and text scaling defaults.  This is likely not the case with your setup 
and therefore you are required to following these steps.  To access the setup parameters go into the 
TouchDesigner editor.  Locate the component /openVR/world/workstation.  

2. Next take note of your screen setup.  To see the screen setup in windows 10 right click on the desktop and 
from the menu select “display settings”. 

  

3. The customize display section has an “Advanced Display Settings” link at the bottom under the “Apply” 
and “Cancel” buttons.  Click that link. 

 

4. In the “Advanced display settings” area there will be a number of blue or grey rectangles with numbers 
starting at 1 to the number of screens that are connected to the computer. You must take note of each 
screen resolution. 



 

5. The desktop crop left, right, bottom, top are values relative to the left most, bottom most pixel of a 
rectangle that would envelope the entire area of all screens.  This is the rectangular desktop area.  The 
area to capture is the monitor that you choose for TouchDesigner – which is known as the screen area.  In 
this example we choose the smaller 1920x1200 screen which is indicated below as the blue section sitting 
inside the desktop – (red square). 

 

6. In the layout depicted above, the left screen is 1920x1200 and the right screen is 3840x2160, so the 
coordinates are as follows. 

a. Screen Crop Left = 0 
b. Screen Crop Right = 1920 
c. Screen Crop Bottom = 2160-1200 = 960 
d. Screen Crop Top = 2160 

7. If you get the correct numbers and look at the VR Workstation with TD mode active, you should see a 
fairly clear screen that envelopes your HMD.  You should notice as well the mouse cursor is visible in VR 
but it likely isn’t tracking correctly.  We are only able to track the mouse when the cursor is over the main 
TouchDesigner window.   



8. Make sure the Windows scale and layout size is set to 100%.  Otherwise it will throw off the mouse 
calibration. 

  
9. To calibrate the mouse cursor we must do a second crop to remove the Windows start menu and top 

application window header. As a convenience open the “View Mouse Coords” button to open a chop 
viewer that holds the current x and y coordinates.  Now slowly move the mouse left and right.  You will 
notice when the mouse leaves the left side of the TouchDesigner window the “tx” value stops changing.  
When the value stops as you move left, that is the left crop value, and as you move the mouse right and it 
stops updating, that is your right crop value.  The same is true for “ty” and “up and down”, with the low 
value for bottom and high value for top.  

10. So with the TouchDesigner editor ideally maximized and definitely on the chosen isolated screen from 
step 6, determine the left and right values for the crop.  If the screen is correctly filling the entire screen 
and the start menu is either on the top or bottom, these should match the resolution of the output for 
the desktop crop. 

11. Finally repeat the process for top and bottom crop parameters using the mouse “ty” channel value as the 
reference.  The parameters should end up filled in something like this… 

 

GETTING INSIDE THE SYSTEM 

The main network layout has a bunch of components that are explained in the following “Main Components” 
section.  As well there are a few DATs that hold a list of object component paths that are shared by the “Main 



Components”. All of these components are required for the system to operate so they should not be removed or 
modified. The customizable VR world is /openVRProject/world which is covered in the “Main Components” 
world section.   

VRDev Desktop 

By default the editor will open to the VRDev desktop which is split into 3 panes. On the top left is a 3D tumble 
viewport which is available for traditional 3D world inspection. To the right is a network editor and finally the 
bottom is a text editor as well as a place for editing scripts.  

 

General Overview 



The entire project is contained in /openVR. This is an architecture that is comprised of two major sets of 
components. The system components and the world components.   

 

The orange nodes make up the system architecture and should not be modified.  These are the devices that 
comprise the system; namely the VR HMD (VR headset) and the controllers.   

The green component contains the world components and it contains everything you need to start creating a basic 
VR experience.  It’s the component you will work inside.  As well there is nothing inside the world component that 
is required for the VR system to function. 

Finding Bugs and Requesting New Features 

For the orange components, bugs and feature requests should be reported to the forums.  If you decide to make a 
fix please notify us as we may integrate and keep it up to date with other new features.   

As for things in the world component, feel free to experiment with whatever you find and share the things you 
make.  The following section on the world component will discuss how to find your way around here, how to 
access important things from the system components as well as some guidelines on how to make your own VR 
objects compatible and easy to share with others using this system. 

  

THE WORLD OBJECT: FUNDAMENTALS 

The world component holds the object components that make up the 3D world we see in virtual reality.  To 
understand how these objects work together it’s important to understand a few TouchDesigner fundamentals.  

There are various kinds of relationships that exist between components that exists at one level in the hierarchy, 
and between other components and those operators they contain.  Grasping these ideas are important to 
comprehend a path to building an efficient, coherent and modular 3D world. 



Some of these concepts have to do with where one might store information on an object while others deal with 
what differentiates a particular class of object verses another.  For example, what is the difference between the 
ground object and the sky object?  Why do you teleport when you focus on the ground and pull the controller’s 
trigger, when nothing happens if you are pointing at the sky? 

To answer questions like these one must first look at a series of features that have been added to TouchDesigner 
to help with managing information to enhance modularity and to enable designers to create large environments 
with many different objects that talk together with a common language.   

Along the way you will encounter light Python as well as some 3D math discussions.  However things have been 
designed with the non-programmer in mind.  For the pure artist this can serve as a fun introduction to a little 
Python and 3D math, while to the seasoned programmer it will reveal more power and establish some guidelines 
for creating smart objects that integrate into this open virtual world.  

Parents and Organizing Components 

This section covers a very basic overview of the system architecture for beginners.  For advanced users please skip 
to the next section called Parent Shortcut. 

What is a parent?  In TouchDesigner the idea of “parent” has become a critical concept.  The notion of “parent” 
and “component” are tightly intertwined.  Firstly, a component is an operator that holds other operators.   Find 
out more with the following link.  

http://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=COMP 

Secondly, all the operators that are contained in a component, refer to that component as their “parent”.  In the 
context of this project the top most container is “/openVR”.  The only parent that “openVR” has is “/” which is 
nicknamed “root” as in the “root” of a tree or hierarchy.     

http://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=Root 

https://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=3D_Parenting 

To grasp a deeper understanding imagine a parent as a folder of files on your desktop.  A folder can hold more files 
and more folders just like components in TouchDesigner can hold more operators and other components.  
However unlike folders which are generally very plain things, components can be extremely powerful things that 
have special behavior and often have control of the things inside them.   

To keep things modular it’s important to create components that encapsulated so they are easy to share and 
reuse.  If networks are a web of dependencies and wires connecting major pieces of functionality the system can 
get locked down and difficult to modify.  It can get harder and harder to move things, update parts etc.  Conversely 
the more contained and simple we can make each piece of functionality the easier it is to scale, share and improve 
a system over time. 

So this is the first conceptual idea that should be absorbed.  Components contain operators and other 
components, and very often those internal operators, which are referred to as the children, often have a vested 
interest in their parent(s).  To keep things modular and contained, we try to focus the relationship of children 
components to their parent and siblings as much as possible.  To further the point, in virtual reality, components 
are significant because the component defines discrete objects like teapots, cars, trees and mountains.     

http://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=COMP
http://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=Root
https://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=3D_Parenting


UNIX Style “..” Path to Parent 

The easiest way to make a reference to a parent component is by use the string “..” which points to the parent 
one level up from the operator you are focusing on.  To see this action follow these steps: 

1. Set the network editor path to the “/openVR/world” network. 
2. Add an “Info CHOP” and set its “Operator” parameter to “..”.   Look in the infoCHOP viewer.  The 

num_children channel reveals the number of children in this component while the other channels 
reveal more information about the component above. 

 

The main benefit of this approach to reach the component above, is that it’s easy to type and in general it’s fast to 
compute.  “..” is a built-in string that is recognized by TouchDesigner so there is no extra expression compute 
time required to find the answer.  This is a critical point because in virtual reality every microsecond counts, and 
these kinds of references can save plenty of time if there are many of them computing at one time. 

Beyond accessing the direct parent above, it’s possible to jump up to the next level by adding a “/” and another 
set of “..”.  So for example, “../..” will return information from /openVR and “../..” will refer to root. 

However, there are many limitations with regard to its usefulness. For example, the syntax “..” doesn’t give 
access to a parent component’s parameter or other useful information that may be desired from a parent.  In the 
next section, the Python parent function is introduced and it does just that. 

The Python Parent Function 

A more powerful and modern approach to access parent data utilizes Python.  This function is parent.  The 
parent() function is useful because just like the built-in “..” it allows for creating relationships between a 
component and its children.  Copy and paste the “Info CHOP” added above, then follow these steps: 

1. Left click the operator parameter to open the parameter editing mode. 



 

2. Enter the Python expression mode by clicking the middle blue square of the parameter mode buttons.  
The “Operator” parameter field will likely go red into error since the “..” string is not valid Python code. 

 

3. Finally enter the python expression parent().  You will notice the path for the operator is evaluated and 
displayed in the “Operator” field when valid.  The fact the output evaluates and shows the path in the 
“Operator” parameter field is another advantage to this method. 

 

Similar to a “..” string reference, the Python function accepts an optional argument to permit accessing higher 
level parents.  For example, parent(2) returns the component 2 levels up, in this case /openVR.   parent(3) 
will return “/” also known as “root”.  Because “root” is the top level, parent(4) and onwards will error will 
return None.  

The main advantage to this approach is the function parent returns the actual component’s Python object.  The 
component’s Python object provides access to every attribute, parameter or function using a simple expression.  
For those new to Python please read the section on Understanding Python Objects in TouchDesigner for a 
clarification of what the component Python object means in the context of TouchDesigner.   

Parent Function Examples 

This first look at the function parent utilizes a “Text TOP” for visual feedback of the function evaluation.   

1. Add an “Evaluate DAT” using the “OP Create Dialog” to the /openVR/world network.   



2. On the “Evaluate” parameter page, set the “Expression” parameter to the Python expression parent().  
As well toggle the blue parameter mode so we can see the expression evaluate in the value field located 
above the expression field. 

 

By default, the output is the path to the operator.  The parent function will return the path to the parent 
component one level up from the location in the hierarchy that it is used.  The parent component object is 
a Python object which provides access to much more information.    

3. With the component’s Python object it’s easy to access information about the component.  To find out 
what information is available use the operator Python help button found on the component parameter 
box header.  

 

Clicking the button on the world component icon will bring you here… 

https://www.derivative.ca/wiki099/index.php?title=GeometryCOMP_Class 

4. This help page may seem daunting at first but learning how to access these Python members and 
methods doesn’t require much Python knowledge.  Once you know how to use the simple syntax, and 
how to read these Python help pages you will be able to use simple Python expressions to access a wealth 
of information.  For example, to find out how to access the name of a component, search the 
GeometryCOMP Class Python help webpage for “operator name”.  (To search a page for text on most web 
browsers use <CTRL> <F>) 

https://www.derivative.ca/wiki099/index.php?title=GeometryCOMP_Class


 

 

4.  The first column of the help shows a member or method to use.  The second column holds a description 
of what it is and maybe some examples.  In this case, it is “name” under the Members section.  To access 
the name use the expression parent().name.  In this case the expression returns the operator name of 
the parent which is “world”.  

 

5. For a different result try parent().children. This member returns a Python list of all the children for 
the parent “world” component.  

 

6. In Python, methods are used when a calculation has to be run.  Methods often have arguments that will 
be required to obtain the result.  An important function for VR is the transform method which provides 
access to moving objects in 3D space.  This function returns the transform matrix of the current transform 
of the ObjectCOMP.     

 

Do not forget the parentheses when using methods.  Using a method without parentheses will give back 
the actual method, which may not return an error but it also doesn’t run the method or return a result.   



 

Running a method requires the method name with parentheses.  When correct you will get the transform 
matrix which looks like a list of 1s and 0s. 

 

Understanding the difference between a member and a method is an important step to understanding 
how to access information from operator Python objects. 

7. Members often return other objects with other members and methods.  A frequently used example of 
this is finding parameters and parameter values.  The op.par member returns a Python object that 
holds all the parameters for that component.  Each parameter has a parameter Python object that 
provides the parameter value, the parameter expression if there is one etc.   
 
Try it out.  Copy and paste the executeDAT example from the previous step, then try the expression 
parent().par.scale. 

  

In this case we get the number “1.0”.  This is the value for the world component’s “Uniform Scale” 
parameter found on the “Transform” page.   

8. Finally, parent components are useful places to bounce back into the same network to access data from a 
sibling operator.  For example, copy and paste another executeDAT.  This time use the expression 
parent().op('eval1').par.expr.  A relationship is created between two siblings that travels 
through the parent.  This is a very common technique that is relied upon when working inside the world 



component and when designing virtual reality objects. 

 

This was the parent() function in action.  It provides a way to create relationships between components and 
their children operators.  To get deeper into how to work with operators in python see the following 
documentation. http://www.derivative.ca/wiki099/index.php?title=Working_with_OPs_in_Python  

Parent Shortcut 

All components have a “Parent Shortcut” parameter on the “Common” page that allows for assigning a single 
name to that parent.  A Python “parent finder” object can be used to find a specified “named” parent from inside 
that parent’s hierarchy.  It’s more easily understood by working through a simple example.   

1. Using the op create dialog, create a “Geometry” component inside /openVR/world. 

 

2. In the “Common” page, set the parameter “Parent Shortcut” to “Teapot”. 

 

http://www.derivative.ca/wiki099/index.php?title=Working_with_OPs_in_Python


3. Go inside the component, and delete the default “torus1” SOP. 
4. Add an “Evaluate DAT” and set the “Expression” parameter to the expression parent.Teapot.name.  

Toggle on the expression mode for the parameter.  Notice the operator name for the parent is returned.   

 

When a name is attached to the Python “parent finder” object, it will automatically search the “Parent 
Shortcut” names all the way up the hierarchy until it hits root.  

5. Go back up a level to /openVR/world and change the name of the component from step 1 to “teapot1”.  
Re-enter the component.  The expression has updated correctly with the new name.   

 

 

6. Copy the “Execute DAT” inside “teapot1” and go back up to /openVR/world and paste the “Execute 
DAT” there.  The finder object will error because it can’t find the shortcut name “Teapot”.  Errors are not 
always bad things.  In this case simply by looking at the expression, it’s clear the intended use of this “Text 
TOP” is for it to be inside a component with a Teapot parent.  If the reference was made using the built-in 
string “..” there would be no feedback that this operator is not being used in the context it was 
designed for.    



 

7. Go inside the Teapot component and create a “Base COMP” and go inside the newly created “Base 
COMP”.  Now paste the “Execute DAT” here and you will see the expression continues to work.  So this 
execute TOP is a completely stable piece of functionality that can exist anywhere below a Teapot parent.  
The idea here is that whole networks can behave like this as well.  

8. Go up to the network /openVR and locate the “world” component, and select its parameters and look in 
the “Common Page” the parameter “Parent Shortcut” is set to “World”.   

 

The “World” component plays a central role in the system architecture.   Most of the data that runs the 
system moves from the outside through the custom parameters found on the “World” component.  The 
expressions that fetch this data start with parent.World.  When building new virtual reality objects, 
using the parent shortcut to access data from the outside will ensure your virtual world will easily upgrade 
when new /openVR components are available.  As well it ensures the virtual reality objects in the system 
are portable and can reside at any level below world. 

Component Tags 

Another related feature is component tags which provide a way to search for groups of special operators.  Tags are 
metadata strings that can be attached to components to further categorize or contextualize components.  This is 
done using the Tags user interface on the component parameter box.  To get an idea of how this works, follow 
these steps to  create a tag on the teapot component. 

1. Locate the component /openVR/world/teapot1 and activate its parameters.  Locate the pencil icon on 
the parameter box header and click it.  An Add Tag section will dropdown. 

 

2. In the field to the left of the “Add Tag” button type the string “VRObject” and click “Add Tag”. 



 

Once the tag has been created it will appear below the field as a tag item.  To delete the tag just roll the 
mouse over the tag item and click the X button which appears.  However, leave the tag there and continue to 
the next step. 

 

3. An “OP Find DAT” is an easy way to search for tagged operators.  In the same network /openVR/world 
use the OP create dialog to add an “OP Find DAT”. 

 

4. First specify the component to search inside.  In this case it will be the “World” component. 

 

5. Next toggle off the “Limit Max Depth” parameter so it will look for components anywhere below the 
“World” component.   

 

6. Then on the “Filters” page enter the VRObject string for the “Tags” parameter. 



 

7. The “teapot1” component is found immediately as a row is added with the reference to “teapot1”.  To 
make it easier to see where the operator is located, go to the “Columns” page and toggle off “Type” and 
toggle on “Path”. 

 

8. By duplicating the teapot1 component using copy and paste, the “OP Find DAT” will continue to track the 
creation of each new teapot component added to the “World” component.  As well if you create a “Base 
COMP” and paste some teapots inside, the “Op Find DAT” continues to find each component tagged with 
“VRObject” no matter where it is under the “World” component.   

 

Parent shortcuts and tags are important features used to encapsulate functionality and bring order to a system.   
These features focus on satisfying organizational and hierarchical concerns for modularity and scalability.  In the 
next section, you will see how these features are implemented in the VR world component to allow for the 
creation and interaction with virtual objects. 

Making VR Compatible Components 



This section covers loading geometry, setting it up to render in the HMD and finally some examples of how to 
make 3D objects interactive.     

Rendering Geometry 

There is a render network already setup and that is feeding the HMD as well as the render preview found on the 
VRDev pane layout.  It’s located outside the “World” component in /openVR/openVRHMD.  For those new to 
TouchDesigner, the following steps run through loading geometry and setting up the component so that it gets 
rendered by the “openVRHMD” network.   

https://matthewragan.com/2014/06/24/rendering-touchdesigner/ 

1. Set the network editor to view /openVR/world/teapot1.  Keep the “Text TOP” with the “Text” 
parameter expression set to parent.Teapot.  Open the windows file explorer to the project folder.  
There is quick access to the project folder if you go to the “Dialogs” menu and select “Explorer”.  As well 
there is a shortcut key <ALT> E that will do the same.   

 

2. From the explorer locate the “Geo” folder. In there you will find “TeaPot.tog”.   

 

3. Drag the “TeaPot.tog” file icon onto the /openVR/world/teapot1 network. 

https://matthewragan.com/2014/06/24/rendering-touchdesigner/


 

4. This action creates a “File In SOP” with a relative path reference to the Geo/TeaPot.tog geometry file.  
Normally from this point if there is already a “Render TOP” correctly setup with a camera and light system 
in place, referring to the object in the render TOP and activating the object render flag is all that is 
required.  As well activating the blue display flag enables display for the teapot geometry in the parent 
component node geo viewer. 

  +   +  + 

 

5. Because the render network is hidden away in the /openVR/openVRHMD network, the system utilizes 
tags to setup the references for rendering.  Tagging objects with “RenderGeo” will add that component’s 
path the “Render TOP” network.   Earlier in this guide the teapot component was tagged with “VRObject”.  
This tag is actually not used by the system so delete the “VRObject” tag and add the tag “RenderGeo”.   

 +  

6.  Once the tag is added, looking at the center of the world in the “3D Tumble Viewport”, which is indicated 
by the XYZ axis origin geo, the teapot will be found.   



 

Making Component Behaviors 

This section covers how to add basic interactive behavior to the teapot object. 

1. First remove the rectangle that sits below the teapot.  To do this go into the /openVR/world/teapot1 
network and append a “Delete SOP” to the “File SOP” 

 

2. Switch the display and render flag to the new delete SOP.  As well delete the “text1” TOP from earlier in 
the tutorial if it is still hanging around. 

 

3. In order to see what you are working on, a trick is to move a select TOP with the world render into your 
network and display it in the background.  A “Select TOP” like this is already setup and is located at the 
top of the “World” component network.  Simply copy the “worldPreview TOP” and paste it into the 
teapot component. With this setup it will be much easier to work with a maximized pane view to get 
more network real-estate but still stay in sync with what is happening in the final render.   

 

4. Take notice how the “worldPreview” TOP was working immediately after pasting without changing the 
expression – even though its location had changed.  If you examine the expression in the “TOP” 



parameter, you will see the expression parent.World.par.Previewrendertop.eval().  The 
parent.World “finder object” is being used to get the “World” component special custom parameter 
for “Preview Render TOP”.  This is the first experience of a special feature that is available from the 
“World” component.  This is an example of the Python “parent finder” object in action. 

 

5. Next, add a “Phong MAT” to the teapot component network.  Set its “Diffuse” color parameter to an 
obvious color such that we may see a result when the material is applied correctly. 

 

6.  Apply the new material to the teapot component by making a built in local reference to the internal 
“phong1” operator.  When referring to operators inside a component use “./op”.  Therefore use the 
built-in string syntax “./phong1” for the “Material” parameter, which is found in the component’s 
“Render” page. 

 

7. Finally, create a TOP network to generate a texture for the teapot.  Add a “Noise TOP” to the teapot 
component network.  Set the following parameters… 

a. Period: 0.01 
b. Exponent: 18 
c. Amplitude: 0.8 
d. Resolution: 1024x 1024 

 

8. Append a “Null TOP” to the “noise1” TOP and then apply it as a texture to the “phong1” material MAT 
parameter for “Color Map”. 



9. Setup a color control for the material.  First add a “Constant TOP” and set it to a saturated blue.  Next, 
right click on the TOP output connector and using the OP Create Dialog, append a “TOP to CHOP”. Set the 
resolution of the “constant1” to 1x1. 

 

 

10. On the front “Image” parameter page remove the “a” string from the “Alpha” parameter since we only 
care about the “rgb” channels here. 

 

11. In the “Crop” page of the “topto1” CHOP, use the “Crop” menu and set it to “Pixel (U,V)”. 

 

12. Copy and paste both “constant1” and “top1”, change the color for “constant1” to be noticeably less 
saturated, and then create a “Switch CHOP” connecting both “topto1” and “topto2”. 



   

13. Finally append a “Null CHOP” to the “switch1” operator and export the 3 “rgb” channels to the “phong1” 
Diffuse rgb parameter.  Once complete you should be able to switch the “switch1” CHOP’s “Index” 
parameter between 0-1 and see a visual change in the color of the teapot.  For help on exporting use the 
following link. 
https://www.derivative.ca/wiki099/index.php?title=CHOP_Export 

14. Using a combination of operators the teapot now has a simple behavior – it can change color based on 
two two customizable colors.  However if this teapot component was shared it impossible to immediately 
figure out it has this feature without first going into the component and searching around.  In the next 
section, “Adding Custom Parameters” you will learn how to expose custom parameters to make this 
object easier to use. 

Adding Custom Parameters 

When creating VR objects to keep things modular, it’s ideal to control VR objects from their top level parameters.  
Doing so allows for easily upgrading to new versions of the asset and makes it easier to share etc. Follow along 
here for a first look at using “Custom Parameters”. 

1. Select the teapot1 component found in /openVR/world.   Ensure its operator viewer is inactive.  When 
the viewer is inactive the orange, purple, blue (pickable, render, display) operator flags will be visible.  
Right click on the component and from the popup menu select “Customize Component.”  

   

2. Create the first custom parameter page by typing a name into the “Page Name” field.  Name the page 
“Teapot Controls”. 

https://www.derivative.ca/wiki099/index.php?title=CHOP_Export


 

3. You will notice a parameter page is now added below the built-in parameter pages.  

 

4. Next, add a custom parameter for loading the geometry file.  This will allow users of this component to 
see where the current geometry file is coming from, and of course it will allow for customizing the 
geometry too.  Type “Geometry File” into the “Par Name” field.  Then from the menu drop down select 
“File”.  Once the menu is set click the “Add Par” button. 

 

5. You will now find a “Geometry File” parameter has been added to the parameter box “Teapot Controls” 
page.  If you look at the parameter settings section you will see the “parameter” and “label” fields.  You 
will notice the parameter name is uppercase for the first letter and the rest of the name is lowercase.  As 
well, unlike the label, there are no spaces in the name.  Notice from the previous step, when typing the 
parameter name the title case of “Geometry File” was used.  However the parameter is automatically 
forced to all lowercase except for an upper case first letter.  This is a hardcoded standard for parameters 
in TouchDesigner.  Built-in parameters are all lowercase, with no spaces or special characters.  Custom 
parameters are distinguishable from built-in parameters because the first character is forced to be upper 
case with the rest of characters forced to lowercase.  To see the name of a parameter hover the mouse 
over the parameter label and the name will pop-up in a second.   

   

6. It’s possible to change the “style” of parameter after it is created by using the “style” parameter.  Try 
setting the “style” menu to “float” and then back to “file” again.  Notice the parameter functionally 
changes from a float parameter to a file selection parameter on the parameter box. 

7. As well there is a default value that is settable for each customer parameter.  For this parameter, set the 
“default” field to “Geo/TeaPot.tog”. 



 

8. To set the actual parameter back to the default value right click the parameter label and select “Reset 
Parameter” from the popup menu.   

 

9. To create a relationship to actual file parameter, locate the “File SOP” inside the teapot component 
network /openVR/world/teapot1.  Select the operator and put the Geometry File parameter into 
Python expression mode.  Edit the existing string to be the expression: 
parent.Teapot.par.Geometryfile 

10. Examine this expression.   
a. parent is the parent finder object, and it searches up for the name that follows.  The “Parent 

Shortcut” parameter for the teapot component was named “Teapot” so that component will be 
found using parent.Teapot.  

b. Next, the “par” object is used to access all parameters for the specified component. 
c. Finally the name of the desired parameter follows.   

11. Next add two customizable color parameters.  Label the first color parameter “On Color” and the second 
color parameter “Off Color”.   Use the parameter type RGB.   

  

 

12. Copy the values for the “Constant TOPs” that were added inside the teapot network to the default RGB 
values for each parameter.  The “constant1” TOP will hold the default values for “Off Color” and 
“constant2” will be “On Color”.  You have to do this copying manually. 



 

13. Next add a toggle parameter called “Active”. 

   

14. To complete the component customization the following Python expressions will connect the parameters 
to the internal behavior network.  
  
/openVR/world/teapot1/constant1:colorr = parent.Teapot.par.Offcolorr 
/openVR/world/teapot1/constant1:colorg = parent.Teapot.par.Offcolorg 
/openVR/world/teapot1/constant1:colorb = parent.Teapot.par.Offcolorb 
 

 
 
/openVR/world/teapot1/constant2:colorr = parent.Teapot.par.Oncolorr 
/openVR/world/teapot1/constant2:colorg = parent.Teapot.par.Oncolorg 
/openVR/world/teapot1/constant2:colorb = parent.Teapot.par.Oncolorb 
 

 
 
/openVR/world/teapot1/switch1:index = parent.Teapot.par.Active 



 

 
 

15. When the expressions are set correctly the teapot should turn to the “On Color” when the Active toggle is 
switched on, and to the “Off Color” when switched off. 

 

 

16. Now the teapot object is an asset that is much more useful than one which requires digging through a 
network to figure out how it works.  

Adding Interactivity 

With the new teapot VR asset, this section will walk though adding some interactivity.  Interactivity with 3D objects 
is accomplished using the /openVR/rayPick device component which comes included in this environment.  The 
“rayPick” device component monitors a ray-cast render for each device on the HTC Vive.  There is a ray-cast 
generated for the HMD as well as one for each hand controller.  The /openVR/openVRHMD component generates 
a ray cast for the head and its rays will only intersect objects tagged “PickGaze”.  The 
/openVR/openVRControllers component generates a ray-cast for each controller and the rays only intersect 
with objects tagged “PickControl”.  Follow the next steps to setup some basic interactivity with the teapot. 

A First Look at 3D Picking 



1. If you have setup the workstation correctly, you can split the output windows desktop screen with 
TouchDesigner on the left side and this guide on the right side which will permit reading this document in 
VR while working in TouchDesigner. 

2. Put on the HMD and enter virtual reality.  Get nearby the teapot component and notice how the ray cast 
from the controller passes through the geo and hits the ground.  The intersection location is represented 
by a little sphere at the end of the interaction line.  

 

3. For basic picking to work in TouchDesigner the “Pickable” flag must be active. Ensure the left most orange 
flag on the teapot component is bright orange. 

 

4. Similar to the render setup you must add a tag for the picking system to detect the geometry.  In this case 
use tag “PickGeo”. 

 



 

5. Turn off the orange flag and you will notice picking is disabled again.  There are two levels of control for 
picking – the “PickGeo” tag and “pickable” component flag.  The “PickGeo” tag is specifically used by this 
VR system to provide more granular control over picking while the “pickable” component flag is the built-
in method TouchDesigner uses to determine if an object is pickable or not. 

Getting Data from a Pick  

As already discussed, the system supports a ray-cast from the HMD as well as each controller.  Each ray stops 
marching forward as soon as it finds the first geometry object on its way.  The geometry that the ray collides with 
will ultimately be held in a SOP that has its render flag on.  For example in the teapot, the only SOP with an active 
“Render” flag is “delete1”.  Therefore this will be the SOP that is found by pointing your head or either controller at 
the teapot geometry. 

 

Be careful there are no more than those SOPs that are desired to render.  For example there would be no need to 
have both “filein1” and “delete1” rendering on top of each other.  In any case, only a single SOP will be detected 
per ray-cast, and that SOP with all the geometry attribute data found at the intersection point on the geometry will 
be returned to the picking system. 

Follow these instructions to look at the raw data from the ray-cast. 

1. There are two methods to retrieve data from a ray-cast.  There is the “Render Pick CHOP” and the 
“Render Pick DAT”.   In this environment a “Render Pick DAT” is used to capture data from the ray-casters 
Gaze, Control1 and Control2.   

2. Add a select DAT to select the shared “Render Pick DAT” from the rayPick device component.  Because 
this component is found outside the “World” component, look for a matching parameter on the “World” 
object.  It has a DAT reference parameter for “Pick DAT”.  



   

3. Now find the “Select DAT” added in the previous step and set its DAT parameter to use the Python 
expression: parent.World.par.Pickdat.  If the Python expression is correct, the DAT parameter will 
show the path /openVR/rayPick/pickDat. 

 

4. The format of the “RenderPick DAT” is two long rows so it’s hard to read with so many columns.  Append 
a “Transpose DAT” to the “Select DAT” to more clearly view the data retrieved by the ray-cast as you 
move the HDM and controllers around.   

 

5. Sometimes it can get difficult to view the data you are working on and at the same time test things in 
virtual reality.  Remember the VR workstation gives you access to the TouchDesigner editor in VR.  For 
example, this mode makes it easier to check out the data you are getting back from ray-casters while 
wearing the HMD. 



 

6. Take notice of the path column.  Moving the controller over different objects the path to the geometry 
changes.  Data is available from the surface of the ray cast intersection.  The information breakdown for 
the row data is as follows. 

path The full path to the SOP that holds the geometry that was picked in the ray-cast 
tx Positon of intersection on X-axis 
ty Positon of intersection on Y-axis 
tz Positon of intersection on Z-axis 
nx The geometry normal x-axis at intersection 
ny The geometry normal y-axis at intersection 
nz The geometry normal z-axis at intersection 
cr The geometry point color red channel at intersection 
cg The geometry point color green channel at intersection 
cb The geometry point color blue channel at intersection 
ca The geometry point color alpha channel at intersection 
mapu The geometry texture coordinates u at intersection 
mapv The geometry texture coordinates v at intersection 
mapw The geometry texture coordinates w at intersection 
depth The depth at intersection 
instance The instance ID at intersection ( if using instances only ) 
pickID[0] The object index at intersection (when using Extended Pick Geo Component ) 
pickID[1] The primitive number at intersection (when using Extended Pick Geo Component ) 

Using the Extended Pick Geo Component 

The geometry picking system uses a ray-cast that intersects geometry and returns attributes.  This alone is a very 
powerful capability.  However there is another very important toolset that will make it much easier to get deeper 
interactions going.  In /openVR/TDVRResources there is an extended component called pickGeo.  It gives a 
greater amount of control over how the vr object responds to events. 

1. Position yourself in virtual reality such that the teapot is facing you and you are facing down the z-axis.  



 

2. The teapot is unusually large.  Scale down the geometry so that it’s more realistic.  There are always many 
places you can scale geometry.  For example, the component /openVR/world/teapot1 has a uniform 
scale parameter.  However, it’s important that no scaling happens at this level because this would scale all 
the actions and behavior that happen inside the component.  As much as possible, keep scale set to 1 so 
all assets are working in a uniform space.  It’s often best to scale at the SOP level since this “bakes” the 
scale into the static geometry.  This avoids adding scales to the hierarchy which can lead to complications 
when adding more interactions and behavior.  In this case, the best place is to insert a scale transform 
directly after the “File In SOP” that reads the geometry.  To begin, make some room between the “filein1 
SOP” and “delete1 SOP”. 

 

3. Now right click on the wire that connects filein1 to delete1.  From the pop-up menu select Insert 
Operator. 

 

4. From the “Operator Dialog” select the “Transform SOP”. 

 



5. Since it’s easier to accurately scale the teapot to something that feels right if you are actually adjusting 
things in VR, put on the HMD and activate the VR workstation.   

6. Using the parameters in VR adjust the “Uniform Scale” parameter of the “transform1” operator to 
something that feels right.  A value around 0.25 in scale should feel more realistic.  

 

7. With the Workstation active, as the teapot scales down it will likely end up behind the VR editor view.  
Follow the next step to position the teapot inside the workstation area. 

 

8. Unlike the scale that was baked into the geometry, because the teapot is actually moving around in world 
space, it makes sense to move the object using its component level transform parameters.  A setting of 
0.56 in “ty” and 0.8 in “tz” is should work, but you may find something works better for you.   



 

9. Now the teapot should safely sit within the workstation area and with enough space to not intersect with 
the virtual editor screen and as well in a position that does not occlude your view. 

 

10. Accidentally pulling the controller trigger on the ground object will teleport you away from the 
workstation area.  To turn off picking for the ground object, deactivate the picking flag for the 
/openVR/world/geoGround/pick component. 

 



11. Next use the “pickGeo” to add more complex interaction.  Locate the /openVR/resources component 
and go inside the network.  In future releases this component will hold a wide array of useful extended 
components to make working in VR easier.   For now it holds 3 components, one of which is the “pick 
Geo”.  First copy the “pickGeo” component and paste it into /openVR/world/teapot1.   

 

12. The “pickGeo” extended component can be used to make creating interactive behaviors much more 
straight forward than having  to create a custom processing network that utilizes the information directly 
from the /openVR/rayPick device component.  To activate the pick geo first connect “delete1” to 
“pickGeo”.  Then turn off the “render” flag for “delete1” and turn on “pickable” and “render” flags for 
“pickGeo”. 

 

13. The “pickGeo” component outputs a set of useful channels that we to easily generate interactivity.  To 
view the channels append a “Null CHOP” to “pickGeo”.   



 

 

14. Notice the output of the pickGeo gives a clean set of controller channels that provide for interaction 
directly with the teapot pickGeo.  The breakdown of channels is as follows 

control[12]:pad:toggle:[nesw] circle pad toggle state for north south east west 
pad:momentary:[nesw] circle pad momentary button for north sound east west 
pad:momentary circle pad momentary button for any pad press 
squeeze:momentary Side squeeze buttons momentary state 
squeeze:toggle Side squeeze button toggle state 
trigger:momentary Index finger momentary toggle state 
trigger:toggle Index finger trigger toggle state 
hover:control[12] Hover for controller 1 and 2 
hover:gaze Hover for gaze 

15. Append a “Select CHOP” to the “null CHOP” and select “hover:gaze” channel from the Channel Names 
pop menu found to the right side of the string field 



 

16. Now the select CHOP is ready to connect the hover:gaze state to some behavior.  Use the active button on 
the teapot component.  Open the parameters of /openVR/world/teapot1 and locate the “Active” 
parameter that was added. 

 

17. Turn the parameter to its off state. 
18. Back at the select operator set the “Rename To” parameter to “Active” which is the name of the 

parameter we want to control with the gaze. 

 

On the common page of the “Select CHOP” change the Export Method menu to “Channel Name is 
Path:Parameter”.  This mode will automatically match the “Active” channel name with the path generated by 
parent.Teapot all the way to the parameter name “Active”.  For more information follow the link below. 

https://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=CHOP_Export 

https://www.derivative.ca/wiki088/index.php?title=CHOP_Export


 

19. Then activate the export flag. 

 

20. Now you will see the teapot color turns on when you gaze at the teapot. 

Improving Interaction and Adding More Behaviors 

Add question mark and teapot animation. 
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The VR Object Model 

World Properties 

Position 

First it has a position.  Its position in 3D space is (0,0,0).  Therefore it is the center of the world.   

Parent 

It has no parent and is the parent of all other components.  When a geometry component is inside another 
geometry component we say that the one inside is its child.  Children inherit  

 

WORLD COMPONENTS 

VRWorldExt: /openVR/world/VRWorldExt 

The extension 



Vive External Camera: /openVR/world/viveCamera 

The external camera device found on the front of the vive 

Joystick Scripts: /openVR/world/joystickScripts 

A place to put scripts that are run directly from joystick (if any) 

Controller Scripts: /openVR/world/controllerScripts 

A place to put scripts that are run directly from controller events (if any) 

pickDeviceIn: /openVR/world/pickDeviceIn 

Text 

Ground Geo: /openVR/world/geoGround 

The ground object.  Has some scripting for locomotion to look at 

Locomotion Scripts 

How do script the HMD to move around 

Ground Sky: /openVR/world/geoGround 

Skybox generator.  How to make skybox – wish I had a skybox maker to mention here.  

indGaze 

Helps you know where you are looking 

indController1 and 2 

Casting rays with no python required 

Zone 1,2,3,4 

Text 

Another Example of Locomotion and Selection 

The Main Position Objects 

• hmdWorldTransform 
• hmdRoot 
• worldCenter 



SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

The main components of this system reside inside the top level of the open 

Xbox Controller for Windows: /openVR/xboxForWindows 

This is a baseCOMP that acts as an Xbox Controller device component.  It takes the standard joystick CHOP and 
filters and renames the channels for easier use. 

Global OP Shortcut 

None 

Important Sub Operators 

Text 

Extension Members 

None 

Parameters 

None 

Camera Dolly: /openVR/cameraDolly 

This is a geoCOMP that behaves like a dolly and is controllable via a joystick device component like the “Xbox 
Controller for Windows” device component above.  The overall behavior of the dolly is much like a helicopter.  It 
can move forward and backward, left and right, up and down as well as yaw and pitch.   

Global OP Shortcut 

None 

Parent Shortcut / Type 

Rig 

Important Sub Operators 

cameraDolly/constraint1 

The world transform is accessible by this component’s main transform parameters and this component’s world 
space transform.  It’s important to take note that the cameraDolly parent transform is left at defaults.  This is the 
case with all of the main components in the /openVR network.  This keeps the system modular with respect to the 
world origin and allows for fetching transforms from sub components across parallel hierarchies.   

To access the world transform of this geoCOMP use its main transform parameters or via python use the 
n.worldTransform member. 



Extension Members  

MoveUpDown(speed) 

Moves the dolly in its local y axis which from the camera perspective will appear as moving up or down. 

MoveFowardBackward(speed) 

Moves the dolly in its local z axis which from the camera perspective will appear as moving forward or backward. 

MoveLeftRight(speed) 

Moves the dolly in its local x axis which from the camera perspective will appear left or right. 

Yaw(orientation) 

An orientation around local Y axis (value between -1 and 1) 

Pitch(orientation) 

An orientation around local X axis (value between -1 and 1) 

Parameters - Configuration 

Active 

Turns on and off monitoring of the component referenced by the “Joystick COMP” parameter.  

Joystick COMP  

The joystick device component that connects to and drives this component.  The specified component must hold 
all control channels in a chop named “out”. 

Use Direction Object  

A toggle to activate the use of the “Move Direction” object reference parameter.   

Move Direction Object 

Reference to an object that can be used to generate a direction (vector) relative to the Camera Dolly component.  
This object would likely be a child of the head or center of the eye position and slightly forward in the relative Z-
axis.   This allows the forward direction of the dolly to be determined.  

Translate Speed  

The rate of the translation speed in units per frame multiplied by the normalized direction vector.  

Rotate Speed  
The rate of the rotation in angles per frame multiplied by the pitch and yaw. 

Min Max X, Y, Z 

The minimum and maximum range of the dolly transform. 

Clamp Min Max X, Y, Z  
Toggles to activate clamping for the minimum and maximum range parameter. 

Reset 



Zeros to the current transform 

Render Preview TOP 

You can pass in a preview render TOP to watch the behavior of the network with the final camera render.  This is 
just for visualization of convenience for diagnosing modifications etc. 

Parameters - Channel Name Mappings 

This is a mapping page for the referenced Joystick COMP chop channels.  The chop channels must be held together 
in the joystick COMP as a single chop called “out”. 

Chan Forward Backward 

This channel should range from -1 to 1. 

Chan Left Right 

This channel should range from -1 to 1. 

Chan Pitch 

This channel should range from -1 to 1  

Chan Yaw 

This channel should range from -1 to 1  

Chan Down 

This channel should toggle from 0 to 1 

Chan Down 

This channel should toggle from 0 to 1 

Open VR HMD: /openVR/openVRHMD 

This geoCOMP contains all that is required to map VR HMD sensor data to a hierarchy of object components that 
allow for generating the correct camera configuration for each eye.  Additional transform objects are added to the 
hierarchy such that moving around a larger 3D world is possible. 

The cameras are used to render the referenced world component and all the geometry and lights it contains. In 
addition the eye center is calculated and a gaze renderpickTOP is used to generate a ray that can be used for 
detecting 3D object intersections between the “gaze vector” of the HMD with objects in the VR world. 

Global OP Shortcut 

This component can be accessed anywhere by using the following global OP shortcut name. 
op.OpenVRHMD 

Important Sub Operators 

openVRHMD/transformRoot 



This component serves as the root position and acts as a parent object to a customizable transform rig component 
and the HMD eye positions.  The eye positions supplied by the openvrCHOP are relative to the center of the safe 
room area created during calibration of the room area using the Vive setup program (the center of the blue grid 
safe area on the Vive).   

The transformRoot object can be used to move the safe area anywhere.  The rootTransform can be thought of as 
your transporter and can move your safe room to any new 3D location.  In the current system this root component 
is driven by the controller “point and trigger” interaction and results in a teleportation from the current position to 
the selected position.   

The transformRoot supersedes the transformRig component which is used as a customizable secondary transform 
of convenience.  For example, when the SetTransform() method is used to move the root transform to a new 
location, the transformRig is reset before calculating the final transformRoot offset.     

openVRHMD/transformRig 

This object receives an external transform calculated by a transform “Rig” extended component.  There is currently 
one example of a “Rig” extended component which is the cameraDolly component.  Inside the cameraDolly 
component there is a single constraint object called constraint1.  By connecting cameraDolly to the “Transform Rig 
COMP” parameter, if that constraint COMP is found the transform is extracted and exported onto the transformRig 
ObjectCOMP.  

openVRHMD/eyeCenter 

Text 

openVRHMD/previewOut 

Text 

Extension Members 

TransformRigParent 

Returns the transform rig constraint component if one is found, otherwise returns an empty string. 

Extension Methods  

SetTransform(transformMatrix) 

Text 

OffsetEyesToRoot() 

Text 

Parameters - Render Settings 

Active 

Toggles the active switch on the openVR sensor CHOP.  

Transform Rig COMP 



Specifies an optional parent for the HMD that can permit locomotion beyond the confines of the Vive local safe 
room area. 

Scene Camera COMP 

Specifies an optional parent for the HMD that can permit locomotion beyond the confines of the Vive local safe 
room area. 

Camera Near Far Plane 

Text 

Preview Camera Component 

Text 

World Geo COMP 

Text 

World Light COMPs 

Text 

Left Eye Geos 

Text 

Controllers Geo 

Text 

Pick Geos 

Text 

Reset Transform 

Text 

 

Vive Controllers  

 

 

Controller Scripts 

 

 

Controls for VR 



 

 

Window 

Text 

System Guidelines 

To be most effective in this environment it’s important to understand some system guidelines so you can access 
the things you want most effectively and with the most efficient means.  Here is a list of guidelines that will get you 
off to a good start. 

1. Keep you work contained in the world object. 
2. If you need a feature outside of world please request it on the forums. 
3. All ObjectCOMP’s have a pre-transform and world transform.   

The first rule is anything goes inside the World component so if you aren’t the rule obeying type, then just follow 
the first rule and keep your work safely contained inside world.  As new developments come out, the core features 
of the VR system will remain somewhat compatible with future releases so it should be too hard to keep on with 
the latest upgrades.   

Never use an absolute path to a component 

Try Not To use long relative paths 

There should be no transforms on any geos found in /openVR 

Use Global OP Shortcuts Sparingly 

When looking for data above your component use an internal parent reference to the top.  Use the parent 
shortcut to get it.  Make the reference on the top level 

Use Tags for choosing what to render and what to pick.   

Text 

Where do transforms Go? 

Good and bad practices for placing transforms 

Understanding Python Objects in TouchDesigner 

 If this is your first experience with Python, fear not because there is no need to get very deep.  Once you grasp this 
simple lesson you will be able to carry on using your new basic Python ability with great affect. 

To begin we should first clear up some potential confusion about the use of the word “object” in TouchDesigner.  
In English the word “object” is generally used to describe some “thing” without getting into details of the distinct 
personality of that  “thing”.  Since the beginning of TouchDesigner the word “Object” has had a particular meaning 



that is different than that which is central to the Python language.  Let’s take this opportunity to briefly examine 
the distinctions.   

TouchDesigner 3D Objects Are Just a Type of Component 

In TouchDesigner we have a notion of “Object” components.  In this case we are referring to a specific class of 
components that we refer to as 3D objects.  This class of component is made up of a 3D camera object, a 3D light 
object, a 3D geometry object etc.  TouchDesigner has been using this concept of “object” long before the 
integration of Python and in this case it’s quite limited in scope.   

 

Everything in Python is An Object 

Conversely, Python has taken the concept of “object” from the greater field of Object-oriented programming 
which is “a language organized around objects rather “actions” and data rather than “logic”.”  In fact everything in 
python is an object.  Even a simple thing like the text string “hello” is an object that has more features than might 
meet the eye.  Try this example using the built in Python textport in TouchDesigner.  Type… 

“hello”.upper()  

 

As we can see, the Python string object “hello” has a function we can attach with a “.” which provides access to 
a cool feature.  By the way, in Python we call functions that are attached to objects like this “Methods”.  So in this 
case the string object has an “upper()” method that converts itself to uppercase.  Yes, Python is pretty cool.     

Python Objects Have Methods FOR DOING THINGS 

As well, there is a secondary yet critical idea here.  As we just illuminated, our string “hello” happens to have a 
specific method called “upper” but it’s important to note not every python object has a method called “upper”.  



The string object specifically has this method because it was added by the programmer who created the object 
since they thought it would be a nice feature for the string object to have. 

Let’s take this a step further so you can see why this is so important for those of us who don’t want to get too deep 
into programming code. 

In the textport write the following code and press <ENTER>… 

a = “hello” 

Now type “a” and press <ENTER>. 

 

You will notice the variable name “a” becomes the string object and ends up with its methods.   In fact now you 
can work in TouchDesigner with this an object available to you in the textport whenever you like.  If you want to 
say “hello” to TouchDesigner you can simply type “a” in the textport.   

Without going a step further, the critical point has been made.  Everything in Python is an object and we can use 
regular words in English to   

Context in TouchDesigner and Context in Python 

in TouchDesigner as you will see now, everything that is accessible via python (which is pretty much everything) is 
accessible as an object. 

 

as well there is parent(2). 
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